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       The LHC is undoubtfully the most important instrument the HEP community has on 
its disposal and is widely considered an amazing technological achievement. At the core 
of this instrument lay accelerator magnets based on NbTi technology – a technology well 
developed and widely used in the commercial sector too. Yet, a decade after the 
accelerator started it still did not reach its design collision energy of 14 TeV [1] and it 
operated for years well below it. The reason for this is simple – magnet training [2], [3] 
(even though only a subset of the magnets is mostly affected). 

LHC upgrades and future colliders rely on new technologies allowing to reach higher 
operational fields and the most practical one now is based on Nb3Sn conductor. Nb3Sn 
superconducting properties were in fact discovered 7 years before NbTi. There are good 
reasons its development got delayed, in particular its mechanical properties are much 
worse than the very strong NbTi. As a result, Nb3Sn accelerator magnets of today, as a 
rule, show an unpleasant feature – much longer training.  

How come after decades of magnet development we are still unable to successfully 
deal with the problem of magnet training? The problem was known and acknowledged  
many decades ago [4], there were and are continuous attempts to solve it [5], [6], [7], [8], 
it is a top priority goal of the MDP [9]. Based on the many years of experience do we have 
the confidence it will be resolved, how?           
       Magnet training is a complex phenomenon of a complex and expensive object. 
What we do so far is fabricating sub-scale magnets/prototypes of the order of one-
two meters long, with otherwise the same structure of a long magnet. Sometimes a 
coil(s) is(are) replaced by iron block(s). All this works well for development but those 
are still expensive objects, we can build limited number of them, fabricating and 
testing them takes years and, yes, we still have problems figuring out the training. In 
fact, there is no firm understanding of what the exact causes are and how to mitigate 
them although there are some concrete yet partial successes [10].  
 It is arguably the case that throughout the human history people tried to resolve 
complex problems by first simplifying them, building “toy experiments”, understanding 
the basics from something that is comprehensible before elaborating to structures of 
great complexity. It is arguably the case we should also consider all our development 
options, while resolving other technological difficulties.   
              Magnet training is the continuous increase of maximum current the magnet 
reaches during ramps before a natural quench occurs. It eventually reaches a plateau, 



eventually at its design level. The training is associated to the magnet coils which are 
seemingly trained independently in magnets [11]. Sub-scale coils are considered the 
smallest  models for magnet development. However, multiple consecutive training 
quenches do happen in the same coil locations  and are even responsible for long 
stretches of the training curve if not defining it [12]. It is plausible and even logical to 
consider that the phenomenon could be driven by changes in local conditions alone. 
In that case a “sub-scale” model of those local conditions may be well suited to explore 
the phenomenon and pinpoint the underlying reasons for it, possibly opening the way 
to mitigate their effects.         
  The local conditions of interest involve interface boundaries, force and 
magnetic fields, temperature and current through the conductor. One can imagine 
“cutting” piece of the magnet, supplying current through a single cable “turn” and 
immersing it in cooling bath under controlled force and magnetic fields to reconstruct 
the original conditions. While this is not an easy task it is not outright impossible to 
realize.  There are devices for cable testing in external magnetic field under external 
pressure (like FRESCA2 [13]). What is needed is a more elaborate pressure device 
where we can test cables with interfaces, a.k.a. “cable stacks”, ideally under variable 
force vector that can be controlled in concert with an external magnetic field vector. 
The initial goal is not to create precise magnet conditions, rather it is to achieve 
control over “training” in those “cable stacks”, understanding fully the underlying 
reasons there. It is assumed, though complete itemization requires concrete design, 
that a “cable stack” fabrication is in average much cheaper than magnet fabrication, 
we can achieve good statistics with reproducible samples  (both of which are of 
extreme importance) and the testing cycles are much shorter. Those are the 
characteristics we can not reasonably achieve in magnets and thus our studies 
consistently suffer. Over time we do want to extend the studies to reproducing 
magnet conditions in “cable stacks” precisely and it will be an effort to prove “training 
in magnet stacks” can be representative of “training in magnet coils” even if in limited 
cases. The leading principle to prove and base consequent studies on is that the 
phenomenon of training is basically a local phenomenon though the locality could 
shift in more complex objects. It is clear that if “cable stacks” are representative 
models, at least for training, they can be used for magnet technology development 
(for instance but not limited to epoxy studies) serving as simple test vehicles before 
building a real coil.           

To be fair, there were training tests on cables [14], there were tests conducted 
even on wires (for a subject review and references see [15]). No dedicated devices 
were ever built. Pressure devices for wires (that is, a single strand is typically 
powered) inside external magnetic fields can serve as models or may be prototypes 
for “cable stack device” fabrication [16], or FRESCA2 [13] type devices can be 
modified. We need to put some thinking on devising a dedicated device that can serve 
the purpose – synchronous control of force and magnetic vector-fields on a 
modifiable test sample immersed in cooling bath. Then we have a chance to avoid 
stumbling on the same problem again-and-again by systematically studying it at our 
terms.  
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